GUY DECLERCK, IZURO BVBA, DC BVBA, DCMi-U BVBA AND ERMIS

The Financial Services and Markets Authority warns the public against the activities of Mr Guy Declerck, iZuro BVBA, DC BVBA and DCMi-U BVBA, who act as an insurance intermediary and insurance company.

They operate in the motor sports insurance sector – amongst others – under the brand name 'Ermis'. Mr Guy Declerck acts both in his own name and on behalf of the companies iZuro BVBA, DCMi-U BVBA (declared bankrupt on 6 July 2012) and DC BVBA.

Mr Guy Declerck and these companies have neither the registration required in Belgium to engage in insurance intermediation, nor the authorization required in Belgium to carry on insurance activities. They are therefore not allowed to act as an insurance intermediary or as an insurance company in Belgium. Mr Guy Declerck and his companies currently also do not have the necessary registration or authorization in another Member State of the European Union that would permit them to carry on these activities.

The FSMA therefore advises against responding to any offers of financial services made by Mr Guy Declerck, iZuro BVBA, DC BVBA and DCMi-U BVBA and against transferring money to any account number they might mention.

iZuro BVBA, DC BVBA and DCMi-U BVBA are established at Nerviërslei 7, 2900 Schoten.

This warning is an updated version of the warning published by the FSMA on 23 April 2013.

If you wish to check in general whether a proposed transaction complies with the financial regulations, please use the search function (available only in French or Dutch) on the FSMA website. You may also contact the FSMA (tel.: +32 2 220 59 10; e-mail address: info@fsma.be).
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